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INTRODUCTION 
In 1959, A. Robinson [5] defined, in the context and language of his 
theory of model-complete theories, the notion of what he called "differen- 
tially closed" ordinary differential field of characteristic 0. This notion 
in the theory of differential fields is analogous in some but not all ways 
to that of algebraically closed fields in the theory of fields. Indeed, the 
crucial property of such a differential field ~ is that every finite system 
of algebraic differential equations and inequations with coefficients in 
that has a solution rational over an extension of ~ has a solution rational 
over iF; moreover, every ordinary differential field of characteristic 0 
has a differentially algebraic extension that is "differentially closed". 
On the other hand, every ~ as above has a nontrivial differentially 
algebraic extension, and, therefore, the term "differentially closed" is 
not entirely appropriate. 
In recent years the subject has seen a small renewal of activity, all by 
logicians working in the broad framework of model theory. Two papers 
are particularly relevant here. In the first, L. Blum [1] somewhat 
simplified Robinson's definition and, making use of a result of M. D. 
Morley [4], proved that every ordinary differential field of characteristic 0 
has what she called a "differential closure" (or "prime differentially 
closed" extension), that is, a "differentially closed" extension that can be 
embedded in every "differentially closed" extension. In the second, 
S. Shelah [9] derived a criterion for an extension to be such a "differential 
closure" and proved it unique up to isomorphism. His contribution, 
which dealt with any "complete first-order totally transcendental heory", 
was perhaps the most difficult step of all. Further accounts of some or 
all of these results are contained in Robinson [6], Sacks [7], and Sacks [8]. 
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The time now seems ripe for a unified exposition of the whole theme, 
in the setting and language of differential algebra, with the aim of making 
as explicit as possible the several ideas involved and the relations among 
them. What follows is an attempt at such an exposition. The differential 
fields considered here can be partial as well as ordinary ones. The biblio- 
graphic references in differential algebra are almost all to my recent 
book [2], which is cited as DAAG. The differential algebraic terminology 
used here follows DAAG and is more or less standard. The terminology 
adopted in connection with the particular subject matter of this paper 
is not that of Robinson et al., but rather is one that develops naturally 
from that of differential algebra. 
The basic notion is that of a constrained family of elements of an 
extension, as defined in DAAG, Chap. III, Section 10. This leads in 
Section 2, below, to the notion of constrained extension (called "atomic" 
by the logicians), thence in Section 3 to the notion of constrainedly 
closed (= Robinson's "differentially closed") differential fields, and 
finally in Section 4 to the notion of constrained closure (~- Blum's 
"differential closure") of a differential field. Shelah's main results are 
proved in Section 7 after some preparatory material due to him in 
Sections 5 and 6. In Section 8 it is shown that a constrained closure of 
an ordinary differential field of constants c~ is isomorphic to a proper 
differential subfield of itself and hence contains an infinite strictly 
descending sequence of constrained closures of W. This result, which 
refutes a conjecture of Sacks [8], is obtained as a consequence of the fact 
that the nonconstant solutions of the differential equation dy/dx 
y3 _ y~ are algebraically independent over Cg(x); this fact follows from 
a result about polynomials established in the appendix. (The same 
differential equation, among others, has previously been considered by 
M. Rosenlicht, who showed (unpublished) that if a solution ~ is trans- 
cendental over a differential field ~-, then the constants of ~-(~) are in 
if.)1 In the ultimate Section 9, a theorem is proved that implies that 
every strongly normal extension is a constrained extension. This fact 
has evidently been discovered independently, in one form or another, 
by several people (including Blum, Kovacic, and myself), but to my 
knowledge has not appeared in print. 
1 After this paper was written, I received from Rosenlicht a preprint of a paper [6a] 
in which he proves the result in Section 8. On the way, he considers the same differential 
equation in a much broader context, and obtains the fact mentioned above and much 
more. In two other papers, of which I have just become aware, C. Wood [10, 11] deals 
with ordinary differential fields of nonzero characteristic. 
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I am greatly indebted to Blum for conducting me on a private guided 
tour of the relevant work of Robinson, herself, and Shelah. Without that 
tour this paper would not have been written. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, ~ denotes a differential field of characteristic 0 
relative to the derivation operators 81 .... ,8 m . The term "extension" of 
a differential field always means "differential field extension." 
The letters y and z, with or without various subscripts, always denote 
differential indeterminates. 
If, for some nonzero n e N, there exists a nonzero differential poly- 
nomial in if{Y1 .... , y~} that vanishes identically on f in,  then (see DAAG, 
Chap. II, Section 5) for every nonzero n E N there exists such a differential 
polynomial. According as this is or is not the case, we shall say that the 
differential field ~ is degenerate or nondegenerate. I  isknown (see DAAG, 
Chap. II, Section 6, Corollary to Theorem 3) that Y is nondegenerate if 
and only if f f  contains m elements x 1 ,..., x~n with nonvanishing Jaeobian: 
det(Sixi')1<i<m.l<i'<~ ~ O. 
Consider an extension ~ of o~ and a finite family ~] = (~11 '.., ~n) of 
elements of an extension of ~. Then ~ contains a finitely generated 
extension ~0 of ~ with the properties that ~o~7]~ and ~ are linearly 
disjoint over ~0, that c%/% = ~o,/~, and that every differential special- 
ization of ~7 over ~0 is a differential specialization of ~] over ~. This 
follows from the fact that the defining differential ideal of~? in ~(Yl ,..., Yn} 
has a differential field of definition that is a finitely generated extension 
of ~- (see DAAG, Chap. III, Section 3, Proposition l) and from the 
definition of the differential transcendence polynomial oo,~/~ (see DAAG, 
Chap. If, Section 12). Of course, ~0 can be replaced by any larger 
finitely generated extension of ~- in ~. 
2. CONSTRAINED EXTENSIONS 
Recall (see DAAG, Chap. III, Section 10) that a family ~7 - (~/j)j~s 
of elements of an extension of ~ is said to be constrained over ~" if there 
exists a differential polynomial C ~ ~{(Yj)j~s} with C(~7) ~: 0 such that 
C(,/') : 0 for every nongeneric differential specialization ,/' of ~7 over ~'.  
Any such C is called a constraint of ~ over ~.  
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By a constrained extension of o~, we shall mean an extension such that 
every finite family of elements of it is constrained over ~.  Every 
constrained extension is differentially algebraic, but not conversely. 
Every algebraic extension is constrained. The field of constants of a 
constrained extension of o~ is algebraic over the field of constants of o~ 
(see DAAG, Chap. III, Section 10, Proposition 7). 
When o~ is nondegenerate, a necessary and sufficient condition that 
an extension g of o~ be constrained is that each element of N be 
constrained over o~. Indeed, for any ~1,..., ~/~ ~ N, there exists an 
element ~ ~ ~ such that o~(~/1 ,..., */n) = o~(~) (see DAAG, Chap. II, 
Section 8, Proposition 9); if the condition is satisfied, then ~ is constrained 
over ~,~ and, hence, so is (*11 ,.,., %) (see DAAG, Chap. III, Section 10, 
Proposition 7). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let ~ be a finite family of elements of an extension of J .  
I f  ~1 is constrained over ~-, then ~(~7) is a constrained extension of ~ .  
Proof. Let ~ be any finite family of elements of o~(~7}. Then ~-(~} = 
o~(~, ~}, so that (7/, ~) is constrained over o~ and hence ~ is also (see 
DAAG, Chap. III, Section 10, Proposition 7). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let fY be an extension of ~', and ~ be an extension 
of~. 
(a) I f  ~ is constrained over Y and ~ is constrained over ~, then 
is constrained over ~.  
(b) I f  ~ is constrained over ~,  then ~ is constrained over ~ and, 
provided ~ is finitely generated over ~,  ~ is constrained over g. 
Proof. (a) Consider any finite family ( of elements of ~ ,  and fix a 
constraint D of ~ over ~. As noted in Section l, g contains a finitely 
generated extension g0 of Y that contains all the coefficients in D, such 
that every differential specialization ~' of ~ over ~0 is a differential 
specialization of ~ over f¢. When D(~') =/= 0, then ~' is a generic differen- 
tial specialization of ~ over g and hence over g0 too. Therefore, ~ is 
constrained over go-  Fix a finite family ~ of elements of ~¢o such that 
~-(r/} = f~0. By hypothesis, ~ is constrained over ~-. Therefore, 
(~/, ~) is constrained over J and hence ~ is also (see DAAG, Chap. III, 
Section 10, Proposition 7). 
(b) It is obvious that N is constrained over o~. Supposing that ~¢ 
is a finitely generated extension of ~',  say ~ = J (~) ,  where ~) is a 
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finite family of generators, let ~ be any finite family of elements of ~ff. 
Then @, ~), a finite family of elements of s(f, is constrained over ~,  and, 
hence, (see DAAG, Chap, III, Section 10, Proposition 7) ~ is constrained 
over the differential field ~@/> = N. 
3. CONSTRAINEDLY CLOSED DIFFERENTIAL FIELDS 
It is obvious that every differential field is a constrained extension of 
itself. A differential field that has no other constrained extension will be 
called constrainedly closed. It is clear that a constrainedly closed differen- 
tial field is algebraically closed. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let n e N, n # 0, and let ~g be a universal differential 
field that is an extension of ~ .  The following three conditions are equivalent: 
(i °) Y is constrainedly closed. 
(ii °) Every element of Yl ~ that is constrained over ~ is in o~n. 
(iii °) For every prime differential ideal p of ~{Yl ,---, Y.} and every 
C ~ ~{Y l  .... , y~} with C (~ p, there exists an ~ ~ ~ such that 
P@) = 0 (P ~ p), C(~/) # O. 
Remark 1. Condition (i °) is independent of the choice of n and hence 
so are conditions (ii °) and (iii°). Similarly, condition (ii °) is independent 
of the choice of ~. 
Remark 2. When the differential fields are ordinary and we choose 
n = 1, a prime differential ideal p is the same thing as the general 
component t0g(A) of an irreducible differential polynomial A ~ o~{y}. 
Since the separant SA of A is not in p~(A), an element C ~ ~-{y} has the 
property that C ~ po*(A) if and only if the remainder R of SAC with 
respect o A is not 0, and when this is the case, the ideal (A, R) contains 
a nonzero differential polynomial B of lower order than A. Therefore 
the proposition shows that when the differential fields are ordinary, a 
necessary and sufficient condition that Y be constrainedly closed is that, 
for every pair (A, B) of elements of ~{y} with A irreducible and 
B ~ 0 and ord B < ord A, there exist an element B Eo~ such that 
A(~) ~- 0 and B(~) ~ 0. 
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Remark 3. Condition (iii °) can be expressed in terms of the differen- 
tial Zariski topology relative to f f  (see DAAG, Chap. IV, Section 4) 
in the following way: For every Y-closed subset ~/~ of ~ ,  the set of 
points of J t  that are rational over f f  is o~-dense in J¢'. 
Proof. We first show that (ii °) and (iii °) are equivalent. Let (ii °) be 
satisfied, and let p, C be as in (iii°). There exists a family ~ = (~1 ,..., ~n) 
of elements of some extension of o~ such that P(~) = 0 (P e p), C(~) :/- 0, 
and (by DAAG, Chap. III, Section 10, Proposition 6) there exists a 
differential specialization 7 of ~ over g such that 7 is constrained over 
with constraint C. As noted in Section 1, ~ has a finitely generated 
differential subfield ~o with C c ~0{Ya ,..., Yn} such that every differential 
specialization of 7 over ~0 is a differential specialization of 7 over ~-. 
Because ~0 is finitely generated, ~ is a universal extension of ~0 (see 
DAAG, Chap. III, Section 7, Proposition 4); therefore, ~ contains a 
generic differential specialization 7' of 7 over o~ 0 . By the above, ~' is a 
differential specialization of 7 over J ,  and since evidently C(7 ) =/= 0, 
~)' is a generic differential specialization of 7 over o~, and hence 7' is 
constrained over ~.  By (ii °) then 7 'e  ~-'~, and hence also 7 ~ ~.  
Therefore (iii °) is satisfied. 
Conversely, let (iii °) be satisfied, and let 7 e ~'~ be constrained over Y ,  
say with constraint C. Let p denote the defining differential ideal of 7 
in o~{yl ..... y~}. Then p is prime and C ~ p whence, by (iii°), there exists 
an ~' E o~ such that P(7') = 0 (P E p) and C(7' ) ~ O. Because of the 
equations here, 7' is a differential specialization of 7 over ~-, and because 
of the inequation, the differential specialization is generic. Since 7' ~ ~-~, 
it follows that 7 e o ~.  Therefore (ii °) is satisfied. Thus, (ii °) and (iii °) 
are equivalent. 
It is obvious that (i °) implies (ii°). It remains to show that (ii °) implies 
(i°). Let (ii °) be satisfied (and hence also (iii°), and let f¢ be any constrained 
extension of ~ ,  not necessarily contained in ~.  If  an element 7 e ag 
is constrained over o~, then so is the family (~/,..., 7)E ~,  whence 
by (ii °) (7,-.., 7) e °~'~, so that 7 e ~.  Thus, (ii °) remains atisfied when n 
is replaced by 1, and therefore (iii °) does too. Now, (iii °) is independent 
of the choice of ~,  and hence (ii °) is also. Since f¢ can be embedded in 
a universal differential field (see DAAG, Chap. III, Section 7, Theorem 2), 
this implies that every element of ~ is in o~, that is, f~ = o ~.  
COROLLARY 1. Every universal differential fieM of characteristic 0 is 
constrainedly closed. 
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COROLLARY 2. Let n e N, n ~ O, and let fq be a constrainedly closed 
extension of ~ .  I f  every element of fY~ that is constrained over o~ is in o~n, 
then ~.~ is constrainedly closed. 
Proof. If an element a e ~ is algebraic over ~,  then the element 
(a,..., a) E ~n is obviously constrained over o ~,  whence , e ~;  since f~ 
is algebraically closed, this shows that ~" is algebraically closed. Now 
let ~/ be any element of any constrained extension of ~ ,  let p be the 
defining differential ideal of ~/in ~{y}, and fix a constraint C of ~7 over ~.  
Since ~" is algebraically closed, the differential ideal fop of fq{y} is prime, 
and of course C q~ ~p. By the proposition (with ~ and n now ~ and 1), 
has an element ~ that is a zero of ~#p but not of the constraint C. 
This ~ is a generic differential specialization of ~/ over ~,  and hence, 
like ~/, is constrained over ~.  By the hypothesis, then ~ e ~-, whence also 
COROLLARY 3. Let f¢ be a constrained finitely generated extension of o~, 
and let ~: ~ -+ ~ be a homomorphism of ~ into a constrainedly closed 
differential field ~.  Then q~ can be extended to a homomorphism fY --~ JtQ 
Proof. Fix finitely many elements ~/1 ,..., ~/,~ N with N ----- Y (~ ,..., ~/n), 
and let p denote the defining differential ideal of (~h ,..., ~/n)in 
~{YI ,..-, Y~}. Then (~h ,..., ~/n) is constrained over o~. Fix a constraint C
of (7/1 ,..., ~/n) over S .  Every prime differential ideal of ~{Yl  .... , Y,~} 
properly containing p contains C. Therefore p~ is a prime differential 
ideal of 9(~){y l  ,..., y~}, C~¢ p¢, and every prime differential ideal of 
~v(~){y 1 ,..., y~} properly containing p~ contains C ~. Also, C ° q~ q for 
some component q of the perfect differential ideal ~p¢ of ~{Y l  ,..., Yn}. 
By the proposition, J(e ~n contains a zero (~1 .... , ~n)o f  q with 
C~(~1 ,..., ~)  ~ 0. By the above, (~1 ,--., ~,~) is a generic zero of p~. 
Therefore, q~ extends to a homomorphism f#--~ ~ with ~/i ~-~ ~ 
(1 ~j~n) .  
4. CONSTRAINED CLOSURES: EXISTENCE 
Since every differential field has a universal extension, Corollary 1 to 
Proposition 3 shows that every differential field of characteristic 0 has 
a constrainedly closed extension. A constrainedly closed extension of 
that can be embedded in every constrainedly closed extension of 
will be called a constrained closure of ~-. 
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It is obvious that any constrainedly closed extension of ~ contained 
in a constrained closure of ~,~ is itself a constrained closure of o~. 
THEOREM 1, There exists a constrained closure of Y .  It is a constrained 
extension of ~-, and its cardinal number equals that of o ~.  
Proof. Fix a constrainedly closed extension ~ of ~-, and let (f~i)i~l 
be a family of constrainedly closed extensions of ~- in f¢ such that every 
constrainedly closed extension of o ~ in f~ is ~i for some i. Then I # ~.  
Let 93~ denote the set of all pairs ((~)i~i ,  (fij),~l,:~) with the following 
three properties: 
for each i, ~ is a constrained extension of ~- in ~i; 
for each (i, j), fo" is an isomorphism ~j. m ~ over ~' ;  
for each (i,/, h),fi j °ft~ = f ,k .  
Then ~J~ ~/ -~,  because we can take ~ = o~( ie I )  and fit = ids~- 
((i, j )c i2 ) .  For any two elements ( (~) ,  (fi:)) and ((~,~'), (fi'j)) of ~)t, 
define 
(~), (f~j)) ~< ((o~'), (f~t)) 
to mean that ~ C o~' for every i and f~t extends f it for every (i, j). 
This evidently makes SOt an inductive ordered set. By Zorn's lemma, 
~0~ has a maximal element. Fix such a maximal element ( (~) ,  (fit))- 
We claim that each ~ is constrainedly closed. To establish this, fix 
any indexj  e I, and consider any element ~te  ~qj that is constrained over 
~,  say with constraint B. Let p denote the defining differential ideal 
of ~7: in ~{y}.  For each i e I with i ~ j, p/.  is a prime differential ideal 
of ~{y} not containing B/. ;  therefore, phi has a generic zero *)i' in some 
extension of ~ ,  and B/.('q() ~ O. It is easy to see that ~h' is constrained 
over o~ with constraint B/. .  Fix a component p( of the perfect differential 
ideal fg~p/- of N~{y}; it is known (see DAAG, Chap. III, Section 6, 
Proposition 3) that Pi' c~ ~{y} = ~0/% and hence B: .  ~ p(. It follows by 
Proposition 3 that there exists an element ~7i e ~fi that is a zero of Pi' 
(and hence of ph 0 but not of BhJ. This ~i is a differential specialization 
of r/i' over o~ with Bh~(r/i ) -/= 0, and hence is a generic one; therefore 
~7i s a generic zero of p/':. It follows that the isomorphismf~j: ~ ~ 
extends to an isomorphism f~t: ~(%' )  ~ ~(~/~) with fi'~(~7~) = ~i- By 
Propositions 1 and 2, o~(~h) is a constrained extension of Y ,  as is 
o~3(~74). All this is for fixed j and every iva  i. Define f';4 = id~ <, >; for 
• , ! t __  1 • . t  • t I t all z : j, def ineft  i = f i t  ; for all *,, =:-j, def inef i  , = fi~ °f~i ' .  Then 
( (~(~h) )~,  (f~')i~,~%~) is an element of~)3t hat is greater than or equal 
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to the element ((o~), (f~¢)). By the maximality of the latter, then 
o~(7/i ) = o~ ( i t I ) ;  in particular, ~Tj ~o~.  Because of Corollary 2 to 
Proposition 3, this establishes our claim. 
Thus, there exists a constrainedly closed constrained extension ~t  
of o~ in f~ such that ~*  can be embedded in every constrainedly closed 
extension of f f  in N (for example, each ~ is such an if*). Now, let f¢' 
be any constrainedly closed extension of ~-. We shall show that i f *  can 
be embedded in f#'. This will prove that ~*  is a constrained closure 
of ~ .  
Replacing N' by an isomorphic opy, we may suppose that f# and f#' 
have a common extension W, and since W can be replaced by any larger 
differential field, for example a universal one, we may even suppose 
that W is constrainedly closed. Concluding for W as we did for N, above, 
we see that there exists a constrainedly closed constrained extension 
o ~* of Y in ~ such that o~* can be embedded in every constrainedly 
closed extension of ~,~ in 2/¢ ~. In particular, ~*  can be embedded (a) in 
and (b) in N'. Because of (a), ~-* can be embedded in o~* and hence, 
because of (b), o~* can be embedded in N'. 
it remains to prove that card o~* ~ card ~-. This is an immediate 
consequence of Corollary 1 to Proposition 3 and the following result 
inadvertently omitted from DAAG. 
PROPOSITION 4. ~ has a universal extension of the same cardinal 
number as Y .  
Proof. It suffices to prove that ~- has a semiuniversal extension 
Y '  with card ~ '  = card ~,  because then there exists an infinite 
sequence 
Y C ~-' C ~"  C ..- 
in which each term beyond the first is a semiuniversal extension of the 
preceding term having the same cardinal number, and the union 
u o~' u Y"  u ... is a universal extension of ~ .  Now, by the Ritt- 
Raudenbush basis theorem, for each n, the set A(n) of all prime differen- 
tial ideals of o~{y 1.... , y~} has cardinal number ~< the cardinal number 
of the set of finite subsets of o~{y 1,..., Yn}, whence card A(n) ~-- card ~'.  
Setting A = Un~N A(n), we see that card A = card o~. Fix a universal 
extension ~' of o ~.  Each p ~ A has a generic zero ~?p every coordinate of 
which is in ~.  The differential field ~ '  = ~-((%)e~A) is a semiuniversal 
extension of ~ and, by the above, card o~' --~ card o ~.  
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PROPOSITION 5. Let ~*  be a constrained closure of ~ ,  and let ~ be 
a finitely generated extension of ~ in o~*. Then o~* is a constrained closure 
of& 
Proof. We first show that it suffices to prove that some constrained 
closure of ~- has the property alleged for .,~*. Indeed, suppose that ~* 
is a constrained closure of ow with that property. Then there exists an 
embedding f :  ~t -+F*  over ow. By hypothesis, o~* is a constrained 
closure of f (E) .  Since f(g~) C f (o  ~*) C ~-* and f(o~*) is constrainedly 
closed, this implies that f(~-*) is a constrained closure of f (#)  and, 
hence, that o w* is a constrained closure of 5 ~. 
This being the case, fix any constrainedly closed extension ~ of ~ .  
Let g31 denote the set of all well ordered subsets/2 of J f  such that, for 
each ~ ~/2, ~ is constrained over g(~?~) (where/2~ denotes the initial 
segment of/2 determined by ~, that is, /2~ is the set of elements of/2 
that are < c~). For any two elements £21, /2~ of ~J~, define/21 ~/22 to 
mean that /21 is an initial segment of f2~. This makes/2 an inductive 
ordered set, which then must have a maximal element. Let /2  be such 
a maximal element. Then o~(/2) is constrainedly closed, for otherwise 
(by Corollary 2 to Proposition 3) there would exist an element 
fl ~ ~-  ~( /2 )  constrained over o~(/2), and the set consisting of fi 
and the elements of /2  would, with the obvious well ordering, be an 
element of 93l strictly greater than /2. Let ~' be any finitely generated 
extension of o~ in o~(/2), and let ~ '  be any constrainedly closed 
extension of d ~'. We shall show that o~(/2) can be embedded in ~ '  over 
g'. This will show that o~(f2) is a constrained closure of N' and, by the 
above, will complete the proof of the proposition. 
Let 91 denote the set of all pairs (A, g) with A an initial segment of/2 
and g an embedding over 5 °' of 6~'(A) in ~ ' .  For any two elements 
(At,g~), (A2,g2) of 91, define (At,g1) ~ (A2,g2) to mean A 1 C A 2 
and gl is the restriction of g2 to E'(A1). This makes 91 an inductive 
ordered set, which then must have a maximal element. Let (A, g) be 
such a maximal element. If A were not/2, there would be an ~ ~/2 with 
D~ = A; ~ would be constrained over ~(~)  and hence, by Proposition 
2(b), over the differential field ~-(~2~)o~' = d~'(A); therefore, by 
Corollary 3 to Proposition 3, the embedding : # ' (A)  --+ J r '  could be 
extended to an embedding ': d~'(A ') --* J{" (A' denoting the initial 
segment of/2 consisting of ~ and the elements of A), and (A', g') would be 
an element of 9l strictly greater than (A, g). This shows that g is an 
embedding of g'(/2) = o~(/2) in J((~' over #'. 
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5. SMALL EXTENSIONS 
Given any family (Ki)i~1 of field extensions of a field K, all contained 
in some large field, we say that the family is (or the fields Ki (i ~ I) are) 
linearly disjoint over K if, for each index i o e / ,  K~o and K({3i~,-(~o} K¢) 
are linearly disjoint over K in the usual sense. When this is the case, if 
(Ij)j.~j is a partition of I and we set Lj - -K(( J is i  ~Ki) ( j  E J), then 
(Lj.)j~j is linearly disjoint over K. 
LEMMA 1. Let ~ (i ~ I) and £ be extensions of ~ ,  all contained in an 
extension of ~ .  Suppose that ( ~)~ is linearly disjoint over ~ and ~ is 
finitely generated. Then there exists a finite subset I o of I such that the 
differential fields ~ (i E I -- Io) and ~ are linearly disjoint over ~.  
Proof. For each subset J of I, write ~ = ~(0 i~ J  ~) .  As noted in 
Section 1, ~/conta ins  a finitelygenerated extension f¢0 of Y such that 
god and ~ are linearly disjoint over f¢o. For some finite I o C I, g0 C ~o 
and hence ~o~ and ~/are  linearly disjoint over 40 .  Because o~/° and 
~/_10 are linearly disjoint over ~-, and ~_io C ~,  it follows that ~ o ~ 
and ~-~0 are linearly disjoint over ~-, so that 6 ~ and ~-~o are also. Tills 
implies that the ~ (i ~ I --  Io) and ~ are linearly disjoint over ~.  
Consider an extension ~ of ~- and a subset Z of ~ .  For each element 
~ Z, let Z~ denote the set of elements of Z other than ~. Call Z a set of 
conjugates over f f  if all the elements have the same defining differential 
ideal p in ~{y};  call Z independent over f f  if the differential fields ~-@) 
(~ ~ Z) are linearly disjoint over J ;  call Z symmetric over f f  if, for every 
permutation ~r of Z, (~)~ is a generic differential specialization of 
(~)~z over ~.  When Z is a set of conjugates over i f ,  as above, with 
defining differential ideal p in if{y}, a necessary and sufficient condition 
that Z be independent over f f  is that, for each a ~ Z, the defining 
differential ideal of ~ in ~<Z'~){y} be o~<Z')p. When 2; is symmetric 
over o ~,  then Z' is a set of conjugates over ~-; when Z is an 
independent set of conjugates over ~-, then Z is symmetric over ~.  
When Z is symmetric over ~-, then Z' is symmetric over every differential 
subfield of o~ and, for any subset 2J' of Z', Z' is symmetric over f f  and 
Z -  Z" is symmetric over f f<Z ' ) ;  also, if every finite subset of Z' is 
symmetric over ~,  then so is Z'. 
LEMMA 2. Let 2/f be an extension of o~ and Z be a subset of d/f that is 
symmetric over f . Then Z has a finite subset q) such that Z -  q) is an 
independent set of conjugates over o~(q)). 
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Proof. We may evidently suppose that card Z > 1. As before, 
for each ~ ~ Z, let Z~ denote the set of elements of Z different from ~; 
also, let p~ denote the defining differential ideal of ~ in Y<Z~){y}. There 
is (see DAAG, Chap. III, Section 3) a smallest extension ~ of~-that  is a 
differential field of definition of t~, and o~ is finitely generated over ~-; 
therefore, there is a finite subset ~0(~) of 27~ such that #0-~ C ~<q~(~)). 
Of course, ~ is the smallest differential field of definition also of the 
perfect differential ideal ~ '<Z)  p~ of o~<Z){y}. Fix/~ ~ Z so that o~<Z) p~ 
is maximal in the set of all the perfect differential ideals o~<Z) t~ (~ E 27), 
and set o~'= o~,  p '=-Ps  (3 ~'{y}.  Consider any ~Z- -qs ( f i ) .  
Because Z -- @(fl) is symmetric over J /q)(/~)) and hence over ~-', ~ is, 
like fi, a zero of p'. Since p' C ~'{y} _C ~-<q~(fi)){y} C o~<Z~>{y} and 
is a generic zero of p~, this means that p' C p~, so that ~ '<Z)  p~ = 
o~<Z) p' C o~<Z) p~, and hence, by the maximality of o~<Z) p~, 
~<Z)  p~ = o~<Z) t~- It follows, for every ~ ~ Z -- @(fi), that ~ = ~' ,  
that p' is the defining differential ideal of a in o~'{y}, and that p~ = 
o~<Z~) t~' = o~'<Z~ -- (ib(/3)) p'. Therefore, 27 -- q)(/~) is an independent 
set of conjugates over the differential field ~ '  ~ o~<q)(/3)). 
We shall say that 3¢ ~ is a small extension of f f  (or that ~ is small over ~)  
if every subset of f that is symmetric over ~ is denumerable. 
Consider a differential field f~ with f f  C ff C ~.  It follows from the 
definition that i f  ~f  is a small extension of ~ ,  then ~ is small over ~" and 
~¢f is small over fY. 
PROPOSITION 6. Every constrained closure of o~ is a small extension 
of~-. 
Proof. Let ~,  be a constrained closure of o ~,  and let Z be a subset 
of o ~* that is symmetric over o~. By Lemma 2, Z has a finite subset q5 
such that Z -  q5 is an independent set of conjugates over o~<qs), and 
by Proposition 5, g t  is a constrained closure of ~(q) ) .  To prove that Z 
is denumerable, it suffices to show thatZ  -- q~ is denumerable. Therefore, 
we may replace o~, .,~*, Z by o~<q~), ~-t, Z -- q~, that is, we may suppose 
that Z is an independent set of conjugates over ~-. The elements of Z 
all are generic zeros of the same prime differential ideal p of Y{y}. 
Assume that Z is not denumerable. Then Z has an infinite denumerable 
subset Z', say consisting of the elements o n (n ~ N). Since Y* is a 
constrainedly closed extension of o~(Z'),  Theorem 1 shows that ~*  
contains a constrained closure W of f f (Z ' ) .  Since 3/f is a constrainedly 
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closed extension of ~ ,  there exists an embedding f : ~-t __~ y f  over ~-. 
The differential fields i f ( f  (a)) (a ~ Z) are, like the f f{~)  (~ ~ Z), 
linearly disjoint over f t .  Hence, by Lemma 1, for each n~N there 
exists a finite subset Z~ of Z such that the differential fields f f ( f (~) )  
(~ ~ Z -- Z~) and ~ ' (% ,..., ~-1> are linearly disjoint over f t .  The set 
T = Z- -Un~NZn is nondenumerable and the differential fields 
~{f (~)> (~ ~ T) and ~-{Z'> are linearly disjoint over ~-. 
Fix /3 e T. By the linear disjointness, f(f l)q~Z' and the defining 
differential ideal off(f l)  in ~-{Z'){y} is ~(Z ' )p .  Becausef(fl) ~ Yf, f(/3) 
is constrained over ~(Z ' ) ,  say with constraint C 6 ~'(Z'){y},  and, 
hence, we can fix n 6 N so that C ~ ~-{% ,..., an-x){Y}" Because of the 
linear disjointness, the defining differential ideal of ~ in i f (% ,..., ~-I{Y} 
is ~(% ,..., ~_~)p, which does not contain C. Therefore, a n is a zero 
of ~(Z ' )p  with C(~)  va 0, so that ~ is a generic differential specializa- 
tion of f(fi) over ~(Z ' ) .  Since ~ ~ Z', this means that f ( f i )~ Z', in 
contradiction to the above. 
6. NORMALITY IN AN EXTENSION 
Let Yf be an extension of o~. Call a subset Z of J4 ° normal over ~" 
in ~ if every set of conjugates over ~ in J f  that intersects Z is a subset 
of Z. It is clear that Z is normal over ~ in 3ff if and only if Z = Ui~i Z'~, 
where, for each index i ~ I, Z i is a maximal set of conjugates over o~ 
in YF, that is, Z~ is the set of all elements of X that are generic zeros 
of a prime differential ideal p~ of ~{y}. 
When Z is normal over o ~ in W and ~ is a differential field with 
o~ C ~ C W, then Z is normal over ~ in Y~. 
I f  a differential field f¢ with f f  C N C W is normal over ~ in 
(as a subset of W, in the sense defined above), then N = o~(Z) for 
some set Z C W that is normal over ~- in 3/f. (For example, take Z ~-- N.) 
Conversely, if Z is a subset of J/f that is normal over ~- in Yd', and if ~f" 
is a constrainedly closed constrained extension of ~-, then the differential 
field N = o~(Z)  is normal over ~ in $4 ~. Indeed, let T be any set of 
conjugates over ~- in W containing an element fi~ N; then fi = 
P(~I ,..., ~n)/Q(~l ,.-., %,), where P, (2 c ~{Yl  ,.-., Y~} and % ,..., c~ n ~ Z' 
and ~(al, . . - ,  ~)~ 0. For any f l '~ T, there is a homomorphism 
o~(fl) --~ j f  over ~- with fl ~-~ fi', and by Corollary 3 to Proposition 3, 
this can be extended to a homomorphism o~(fi, al ,-.-, ~) - -~  W. 
Denoting the image of ai by %.', we see that ~j' ~ Z because Z is normal 
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over o ~ in our, and hence that f i '=  P(0¢1',... , o~n')/Q(O~l',... , otn' ) ~ ~.  
Thus, T C g.  
PROPOSITION 7. Let ~ be a constrainedly closed constrained extension 
of o~, and let g be a differential field with ~ C ~ C 2/f. I f  f~ is either 
normal over o ~ in 2/~ or algebraic over ~,  then 2g" is a constrained exten- 
sion of ~. 
Proof. First, let N be normal over f f  in ~,  and let ~/ = (~1, .... %) 
be any finite family of elements of 2C. Then (see Section 1) g contains 
a finitely generated extension g0 of Y such that c%/~¢ ° = oJ~/e and 
every differential specialization of ~/over No is a differential specialization 
of ~ over g.  By Proposition 2, ~/is constrained over go • Fix a constraint 
C c N0{Yx ,..-, Y~} of ~ over g0 • It suffices to show that C is a constraint 
of ~7 over ~. 
Consider any differential specialization ~/ = (~h', .... ~/~') of ~7 over ~f 
with C(~/) =# 0. Then N contains a finitely generated extension f¢1' of N o 
such that c%./~¢, ~ oJ,./e and every differential specialization of ~' 
over f¢1' is a differential specialization of ~/over g.  Because C(~?') ~ 0, 
~' is a generic differential specialization of ~ over N0, that is, there exists 
an isomorphism g0(~')  ~ f~0(~/) with ~/~' ~-+ ~/~ (1 ~< j ~< n). By 
Corollary 3 to Proposition 3, this can be extended to an isomorphism 
f~a'(~?') ~ ga(~) mapping g~' onto a finitely generated extension N~ 
of g0 with N~ C 2/{. Because g~' C g and N is normal over ~ in 24 ~, 
~ C fq. It follows that 
so that (see DAAG, Chap. III, Section 5, Proposition 2) ~/' is a generic 
differential specialization of ~ over g.  This shows that C is a constraint 
of ~/over g.  
Now let g be algebraic over ~.  The  algebraic closure g0 of ~f in 2((' 
is evidently normal over ~- in ~,  so that, by the above, ~ is constrained 
over ~qo. But fro is constrained over g,  and hence, by Proposition 2(a), 
is constrained over f~. 
LEMMA 3. Let 9: ~ ~ f '  be an isomorphism of differential fields, 
and let 2/t ° and W{' be constrainedly closed constrained extensions of ~" and 
~ ' ,  respectively. Let (pi)i~/be a family of prime differential ideals of ~{y)  
and, for each index i ~ I, let C~ ~ ~{y},  C i ¢ Pi , let Z i denote the set of all 
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elements of 2/g that are zeros of Pi but not of Ci , and let Z (  denote the set 
of all elements of ~ '  that are zeros of pi ~ but not of Ci ~. Suppose, for each 
differential field isomorphism ~b: fY ~ fY' extending ~ with ~ CfY C 
and fg normal over o~ in 2/~ and with J '  C f#' C ~ '  and fY' normal over 
o ~ '  in ~ ' ,  and for each index i ~ I, that ~b can be extended to an isomorphism 
~<Zi) ~ ~ ' (Z(>.  Then q~ can be extended to an isomorphism 5(0 i~1 Zi> 
27?>. 
Proof. Let 991 denote the set of all pairs (J, ¢) with J c I and ~b an 
isomorphism o~([,)i~ J Zi)  ~ o~'(L)~ J Zi' ) extending ~0. For any (J~, ~bl) , 
(./2, ~b2)eg)l, define (L ,  ¢1) ~< (J2, ~b2) to mean that J1 c J2 and ~b 2
extends ¢1 • Then 9~ is an inductive ordered set and, by Zorn's lemma, 
93l has a maximal element. Let (J, ¢) be such a maximal element, and set 
f~ - ~(Ui~s Zi), f~' = ~' (Ui~s z i ' ) .  The set LJi~s 27i is normal over 
o ~ in ~f  and therefore N is also; similarly, f~' is normal over o ~ '  in ~ ' .  
I f  jr were not I, we could fix i0 e I -- jr and, by hypothesis, could then 
extend ~b to an isomorphism f~(Zio ) ~ fg'(Z~o), contradicting the 
maximality of (jr, ~b). Therefore, jr ---- I and the lemma is proved. 
If  @ is a differential subfield of a differential field ~ and a is a perfect 
differential ideal of d~{yl ,..., Yn}, then ~a is a perfect differential ideal of 
~¢f{Yl ,..., Y~}. It follows by the Ritt-Raudenbush basis theorem (see 
DAAG, Chap. III, Section 4, Corollary 5 to Theorem 1) that, for fixed ~f  
and variable (d ~, a), we can argue by induction on ~fa. More precisely, 
in proving a proposition about (5 ~, a), we may argue under the inductive 
hypothesis that the proposition is known for all pairs (d~l, al) like (d ~, a) 
such that 5~f% properly contains ~;4fa. 
Lt~MMA 4. Let cp: ~ ~ o~' be an isomorphism of differential fields, 
and let ~ and ~ '  be constrainedly closed small constrained extensions of 
and o~', respectively. Let a be a perfect differential ideal of ~{y},  and let 
C E o~{y}, C (~ a. Let Z denote the set of all elements of W that are zeros of a 
but not of C, and let Z'  denote the set of all elements of ~ '  that are zeros of 
a ~ but not of C ~. Then q) can be extended to an isomorphism 5(Z)  ~ o~'(Z') .  
Proof. We argue by induction on ~ga. An easy application of Zorn's 
lemma shows that W has a maximal subset A that is independent over Y 
and consists of generic zeros of a; of course, A C 27, A is symmetric over 
~-, and if a is not prime (or if a is prime but a generic zero of a is not 
constrained over o~) then A --~ ~.  If A is finite, then by Corollary 3 to 
Proposition 3, ~o can be extended to an isomorphism q~l: ~(A)  ~ o~'(A' )  
mapping A onto a subset A' of Z', and evidently A' is finite and 
6o7/Iz/z-z 
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independent over o~' and consists of generic zeros of a~; moreover, 
A' is a maximal such subset of ~ ' ,  because if A 1' were a strictly larger 
one, then 5oi -1 could be extended to an isomorphism ~-'(AI '  ) ~ ~-(AI> 
mapping A 1' onto a subset A1 of d/~ that violated the maximality of A. 
First consider the case in which there exists a maximal A as above that 
is finite. Fix 5Ol and A' as above, and set ~1 = ~,~(A>, o~' = ~ ' (A ' ) .  
The extensions ~ and iF '  of 4 and o~', respectively, are small and 
(by Proposition 2(b)) constrained. Let (Pi)l~l be a family such that, as i 
runs through I, Pi runs through the set of all prime differential ideals 
of o~{y} that properly contain o~ta but do not contain C. Because of 
the maximality of A, the defining differential ideal in o~{y} of any 
element of 2 -- A is Pi for some i. Therefore, if we let Z i denote the set 
of all elements of Jd  that are zeros of Pi but not of C, then Z -- A = 
U,~x Zi; similarly, if we let Z i' denote the set of all elements of ~ '  that 
are zeros of pl ~ but not of C °, then 27' -- A' = U~x 2;(. Consider any 
differential field isomorphism ~b: f¢ ~ f¢' extending 501 with 4 C N C 
and f¢ normal over o~ 1 in 3q ~ and with 4 '  C f¢' C ~ '  and f¢' normal 
over 4 '  in ~%f'; the extensions ~ and 3q" of ~¢ and ~¢', respectively, are 
small and (by Proposition 7) constrained, and by the above, each ~P i  
properly contains ~a;  therefore, we may suppose that, for each i E I, 
can be extended to an isomorphism ~(2Ji) ~ ~f'(2Ji'). It follows by 
Lemma 3 that 5O~ can be extended to an isomorphism o~(Z-  A) 
o~'(2;' -- A'>, so that 5o can be extended to an isomorphism o~(Z)  
o~'<z'>. 
Now consider the case in which every maximal set A as above is 
infinite. Then a is prime and hence a • is also, and every maximal subset 
A' of ~ '  that is independent over ~-' and consists of generic zeros of n ~ 
is infinite. Fix such sets A and A'. Since A is symmetric over ~- and 
is small over ~-, the elements of A can be written in an infinite sequence 
A = {%,  a 1 , a 2 . . . .  } ,  
and, similarly, so can the elements of A', 
A' = {~Xo', ~xl', ~x~',...}. 
We are going to define by induction an infinite sequence of differential 
field isomorphisms 
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with (~0, ~ ' ,  %) ---= (o~, ~ ' ,  ~0) such that, for every n > 0: 
~_1 c 0% c ~<2:}, ~_~ c o%' c o~'<2:'); 
~ e oar,, ~' e o~' (0 ~<j <n);  
o~ contains every ~ ~ X such that the defining differential ideal of 
in O~_l{y }properly contains o~_~a; 
o~' contains every a '~ 2:' such that the defining differential ideal 
of a' in O~n_~{y } properly contains O~n_~a~; 
and ~ '  are constrained extensions of ~ and o~', respectively; 
9n extends 9~-1 • 
Indeed, let n > O, and suppose that isomorphisms ~i:o~ ~ ~'  
(0 <~ y < e) have been defined with the desired properties. By Corollary 
3 to Proposition 3, ~o~_ 1 can be extended to an isomorphism ~_ l (an_ l )  ~. 
~'  //4' X n_l \ t~n_i /  mapping an_ I onto some lement tin-1 e Z', and the inverse 
of this isomorphism can be extended toan isomorphism 
~P /t~ ~ p 
s mapping ~n-1 onto some element fin--1 ff ~. Denote the inverse of this 
b ' last isomorphism y %~-1 • By Proposition 2(b), dC and ~f~' are constrained 
o~'  / ;~ '  extensions of o~_1(%_ 1,/3~_1) and n-l\t n-1, %-1), respectively. Let 
(Pl)i~l be a family such that, as i runs through I, Pi runs through the set 
of all prime differential ideals of o~_1(%_1, fin-1){Y} that properly 
contain o~n_1(%_ a , fl~_l)a but do not contain C; let 2Ji denote the set of 
all elements of W that are zeros of t~i but not of C, and let 2J i' denote 
the set of all elements of d/t °' that are zeros of p~' but not of C °. For any 
~ X, if the defining differential ideal of a in o~,_l{y }properly contains 
o~_la, then the defining differential ideal of ~ in o~_1(%_1, fln-1){Y} 
properly contains o~_i(%_ 1 , fi,~_l)a and hence is Pi for some i, whence 
e Z' d similarly, for any ~'E X', if the defining differential ideal of 
t ~v  a t  in o~_l{y } properly contains ~ n-la, then E 2:~' for some i. Now 
consider any differential field isomorphism ¢: N ~ N' extending q~_~ 
with o~n_1<%_1, fl~-l) C N C d/f and f¢ normal over ~n-l@n-1, fl~-l) 
in d4 ° and with ~-' /o '  ' ~, ~ ,  ~, ~,_l\l~,,i~_l , 0~_1)  C C and normal over 
o~_a(/3~_~, a~_~) in ~ ' ;  ~ and ~/d' are constrainedly closed small 
constrained extensions of f# and N', respectively (see Proposition 7); 
because each d4%i properly contains ~a,  we may suppose that, for 
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each i e I, ~b can be extended to an isomorphism N(Zi) ~ N'(Zi' ). 
It follows by Lemma 3 that go~_ 1 can be extended to an isomorphism 
} ~.: ~-i{~n-i,//n-1 ~ .-1\U.-1, ~- i  I i '  . 
x i~ I t " ieI  
Setting 
' '><'u  "> 
~" /~'  •i "~n ~--- ~- l{°~n-1,  fin-i and "~n = n - l \ t n -1 ,  °~n-1 , 
i e l  " ie I  t 
we see that ~-n is normal over ~n-1{%-1, fin-l) in 5/f and, hence, by 
Proposition 7, that 5C is constrained over Yn and, similarly, that J%f' is 
constrained over o~', This completes the definition of the infinite 
sequence of isomorphisms %5 ~ ~ ~-~' with the stated properties. 
Finally, consider any ~ e X. By the maximality of A, the defining 
differential ideal of c~ in o~'(A){y} properly contains ~{A)a .  Hence, for 
some n E N, the defining differential ideal of c~ in ~-{a0, c~1 ,..., a~-z){Y} 
properly contains ~-{a0, al ,..., %_z)a. Therefore, the defining differen- 
tial ideal of c~ in o~_x{y} properly contains O~_la and o~ e ~n.  Thus, 
@{X) = U ~ and, similarly, o~'{X') = U ~-~'. The unique mapping 
O ~- -+ U ~ '  that extends every q~ is therefore an isomorphism 
7. CONSTRAINED CLOSURES: UNIQUENESS UP TO ISOMORPHISM 
We are now in a position to prove the following theorem, which 
characterizes constrained closures and establishes their uniqueness 
up to isomorphism. 
THEOREM 2. (a) A necessary and sufficient condition that an extension 
d,~ of Y be a constrained closure of ~ is that ~ be a constrainedly closed 
small constrained extension of ~-. 
(b) Let q~: ~- ~ Y '  be an isomorphism of differential fields, and let 
o~* and ~,~'* be constrained closures of ~ and o ~' ,  respectively. Then 9 
can be extended to an isomorphism ~+ ~ o~'*. 
Proof. (a) The necessity follows from the definition of constrained 
closure, Theorem 1, and Proposition 6. To prove the sufficiency, let the 
condition be satisfied, and observe that by Theorem 1 ~- has a constrained 
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closure o~*, that by the necessity o~* satisfies the condition, and that by 
Lemma 4 (with o ~ '  = o ~,  q~ ---- ida-, 3/f ' = o~*, a ---- (0), C = 1) there 
exists an isomorphism ~ ~ f i t  over ~;  therefore ~ is a constrained 
closure of ~-. 
(b) Again use Lemma 4 (with 3/g = o~t, 3 ( f '=  if'*, a-----(0), 
C= 1). 
COROLLARY 1. Let ~*  be a constrained closure of ~ and f~ be an 
extension of ~ in ~*.  I f  f~ is finitely generated over ~,  or algebraic over 
~,  or normal over Y in ~t ,  then ~*  is a constrained closure of ft. 
Proof. Y* is constrainedly closed, is small over f¢, and is constrained 
over ~ (by Proposition 2(b) in the finitely generated case, by Proposition 7
in the other two cases). Therefore, part (a) of the theorem applies. 
Remark. The result in the finitely generated case is precisely Propo- 
sition 5. The shortness of the present proof might suggest the possibility 
of postponing Proposition 5 until the present section. However, Proposi- 
tion 5 is needed to prove Proposition 6 and hence Theorem 2, and 
therefore is involved in the proof of the present corollary. 
We also have the following partial converse to Corollary 1. 
COROLLARY 2. Let ~ be an extension of ~ that is finitely generated and 
constrained or is algebraic, and let f~* be a constrained closure of ~. Then 
q~* is a constrained closure of ~ .  
Proof. Let Y* be a constrained closure of ~ .  By Corollary 3 to 
Proposition 3 and the fact that ~'* is algebraically closed, there exists an 
embedding 99: q# ~ ~*  over Y ,  and the extension 9(~) of J is either 
finitely generated or algebraic. By Corollary 1, then ~t  is a constrained 
closure of ~(G), and hence by Theorem 2(b), 9 can be extended to an 
isomorphism ~* ~ ~-*. Therefore, ~* is a constrained closure of ~-. 
COROLLARY 3. Let ~ be a constrained closure of ~ ,  and let ~ be an 
extension of ~- in y r .  
(a) I f  ~ is finitely generated or algebraic over ~,  then every isomor- 
phism ~fl ~ q#' over ~ with f#' an extension of Y in J *  can be extended to 
an automorphism of ~t .  
(b) I f  ~ is normal over ~ in J * ,  then every automorphism of 
over ~ can be extended to an automorphism of ~+. 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 1 and part (b) of the theorem. 
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8. NONUNIQUENESS 
The "uniqueness up to isomorphism" of a constrained closure of 
a differential field, as established in Theorem 2, is much weaker than 
that of an algebraic losure of a field. We shall see that if ~" is a universal 
extension of an ordinary differential field c~ of constants, then q/contains 
infinitely many constrained closures of ~. Indeed, fix a solution x ~ ~g 
of the ordinary differential equation y '  = 1, and observe that for each 
constant c ~ ~¢, x + c is constrained over cg (with constraint 1). Since 
is constrainedly dosed, Cg(x + c) has a constrained closure ~ in ~' and, 
by Corollary 2 to Theorem 2, ~ is a constrained closure of ~. Now, a 
constant that is constrained over cg is algebraic over c~. Hence, if c runs 
over a set of constants no two of which have an algebraic difference (for 
example, a transcendence basis over cg of the field of constants of q/), 
then the corresponding constrained closures ~ of ~ will be distinct. 
Even more striking is the fact that in any constrainedly closed extension 
of W(x) there exists an infinite strictly decreasing sequence of constrained 
closures of Cg(x) (and hence of ~) or what is equivalent, any constrained 
closure ~ of Cg(x) has a proper differential subfield that also is a con- 
strained closure of Cg(x). 
To prove this, let Z denote the set of all elements of fq different from 0 
and 1 that are solutions of the differential equation 
y' -~y~--yZ. 
I f  n solutions ~1 .... ,7/~ in some extension of Cg(x) are algebraically 
dependent over Cg(x) but no fewer of them are, then there is an irreducible 
polynomial P E ~[X,  Y1 ,..., Y~] such that P(x, ~t ..... ~)  = O, and the 
computation 
OP ~P (x, ,..., "o,,) P(x, 'O,)' 0 (71j3 _ 'O j2) ~ ($, ~]1 ..... "On) + ~ 'Ol = 'Ol , " ' ,  = 
shows that the polynomial Z (y3  _ yj~) OP/OYj + aP/SX is divisible 
by P; it follows, by the result proved in the appendix, that P is of the 
form cYj or c(Yj --  1) or c(Y k -- Y~) and, hence, that either n = 1 and 
71 = 0 or 1 or else n = 2 and ~ = ~/1. This has several consequences: 
(1 °) Any family of n solutions different from 0 and 1 is algebraically 
independent over W(x) and is constrained over C~(x), a constraint being 
1-I y j  • 1-I (y j  - 1 ) -  Fb<k (y~ - y j ) .  
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(2 °) Z is infinite. 
(3 °) 2 is an independent set of conjugates over W(x). 
(4 °) I f  Z 1 is an infinite subset of Z, then no element of Z -- Z 1 is 
constrained over rg(x)(Z1). 
Now, Cg(x)(Z) is normal over Cg(x) in if, and hence, by Corollary 1 to 
Theorem 2, ff is a constrained closure of rg(x)(Z). By (2°), there exists 
a bijection of Z onto a proper subset Z 1 of Z, and because of (3°), this 
bijection extends to a differential field isomorphism Cg(x)(Z) ~ Cg(x)(Zx) 
over Cg(x). The constrainedly closed extension q¢ of Cg(x)(Z1) contains a 
constrained closure ffl of Cg(x)(Z1), and ff # ~1 by (4°). Finally, by 
Theorem 2(b), the isomorphism Cg(x)(2)~ Cg(x)(Z~) extends to an 
isomorphism ff m ff~, and therefore ~1 is a constrained closure of ~(x). 
9. STRONGLY NORMAL ~EXTENSIONS 
In this section we consider strongly normal extensions in the sense of 
DAAG, Chap. VI, Section 3 (finitely generated extensions) and, more 
generally, in the sense of Kovacic [3] (not necessarily finitely generated 
ones). The purpose is to relate these extensions to the ideas considered 
above. 
The following lemma will be helpful. Recall that the field of constants 
of a strongly normal extension of ~- coincides with that of ~'. 
LEMMA 5. Let ff be a strongly normal extension of ~ and d¢ ~ be any 
extension of ff having the same fieM of constants as ~ and ft. Then ff is 
normal over ~ in ~ (in the sense of Section 6). 
Proof. Let a ~ if, ~' ~ J((, and suppose that ~' is a generic differential 
specialization of a over ~-. We must show that o~' ~ ft. To this end, fix a 
universal extension q /o f  ~(, denote the field of constants of ~ by jd,  
and set ~ ---- f f  n ~ --~ ~ r3 ~.  Now, ~ is contained in some finitely 
generated strongly normal extension if' of ~ in if, and the isomorphism 
o~<=] ~ ~(~' )  over ~ that maps ~ onto a' can be extended to an 
isomorphism a of if '  onto an extension aft'  of ~ in @'. Because if' is 
strongly normal over ~,  a is a strong isomorphism, so that aft '  C ff ' Jd.  
However, ~ and if'X" are linearly disjoint over if', and hence 
~' ~ (~ '~)  n ~ --- ~ 'C~.  
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The following result shows that every strongly normal extension of 
is contained in a constrained closure of o~ and hence, in particular, 
is constrained over o ~.  
THEOREM 3. Let ff be a strongly normal extension of ~- and f be an 
extension of ft. A necessary and sufficient condition that ~ be a constrained 
closure of ~- is that ~ be a constrained closure of ft. 
Proof. If ~ is a constrained closure of either ~ or if, the field of 
constants of ~ is an algebraic losure ~a of the common field of constants 
of ~- and ft. Now, ff~, is a strongly normal extension of ~c~a with 
field of constants ~,  (see DAAG, Chap. VI, Section 3, Theorem 2); also, 
by Corollaries 1 and 2 to Theorem 2, ~ is a constrained closure of 
resp. ff if and only if ~ is a constrained closure of ~ resp. fqc~,. 
Thus, we may replace ~-, ff by ~, ,  ffc~, that is, we may suppose 
that o~, re, ~ have the same field of constants cd which is algebraically 
closed. 
By Lemma 5, ff is normal over o~ in ~.  It follows, by Corollary 1 to 
Theorem 2, that if ~ is a constrained closure of ~ ,  then deal is a con- 
strained closure of ~. Henceforth, let d/f be a constrained closure of ft. 
We must prove that ~ is a constrained closure of ~ .  
Claim. It suffices to prove that there exists an embedding over ~" of ff 
in a constrained closure of~'. Indeed, if 9: ff -+ ~,  is such an embedding, 
then 9(if) is a strongly normal extension of o~, the field of constants of 
~*  is c6, and by Lemma 5, therefore 9(fq) is normal over ~ in 5*;  
by Corollary 1 to Theorem 2, then ~*  is a constrained closure of 9(if), by 
Theorem 2(b), therefore 9 can be extended to an isomorphism ~ ~ ~,~', 
and hence ~ is a constrained closure of ~ .  
Claim. It suffices to prove that every finitely generated strongly normal 
extension with algebraically closed field of constants i  a constrained extension. 
Indeed, suppose that we have done this. By the definition of "strongly 
normal" (see Kovacic [3], Chap. II, Section 1), we have ff =- ~(Ui~l fqi) 
where, for each i, ~i is a finitely generated strongly normal extension of 
~ .  Fix a constrained closure ~t  of ~ ,  and consider the set ~9~ of all 
pairs (J, ¢) with J C I and $ an embedding in ~*  over ~- of the differen- 
tial field ffj = ~(0j~J  f#~). In 9)l, define ( J i ,  ¢~) ~< (J~, ~h~) to mean 
that J1 c Jz and $~ extends ¢~. This makes 9J/an inductive ordered set. 
By Zorn's lemma, 9X has a maximal element, say (jr, ~b). Now, ~b(ffj) is a 
strongly normal extension of ~ and hence, by Lemma 5, is normal over 
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~,~ in ~*; by Corollary 1 to Theorem 2, then if+ is a constrained closure 
of ¢(f~j). If J :~ I, we can fix i 61 - J and set J '  = J u {i}; the exten- 
sion f~s" z ~sf~ i of ~j  is a finitely generated strongly normal one 
(see DAAG, Chap. VI, Section 4, Theorem 5) with algebraically closed 
field of constants W and, hence, by what we are supposing, is constrained, 
so that, by Corollary 3 to Proposition 3, ~b can be extended to an embed- 
ding ~s' -* ~*  contrary to the maximality of~(J, ~b). Therefore, J = I 
and ~b is an embedding over ~ of ~¢i = ~ in if*. 
The claim established, let f¢ now be any finitely generated strongly 
normal extension of ~ with algebraically closed field of constants c~. 
Fix a universal extension ~' of f¢, and denote its field of constants by JT'. 
Now, ~' contains an algebraic losure ~ of ~ ,  and by DAAG, Chap. VI, 
Section 4, Theorem 5, f¢~ is a finitely generated strongly normal 
extension of o~. Because o~ is constrained over i f ,  Proposition 2(a) 
shows that it suffices to prove that f~  is constrained over ~,~. Replacing 
~,  f~ by ~,  ~o~,  we suppose henceforth that o~ is algebraically 
closed. 
The Galois group G(f¢/~, )  is a connected C~-group relative to the 
universal field ~". There exist a ~f-group G relative to the universal 
field ~ and a c~-isomorphism c: G(f¢/o~) ~ Gw,  where G~c denotes the 
set of elements of G that are rational over X (G~r has a natural structure 
of C~-group relative to the universal field Jr). Because ~ is algebraically 
closed, the differential Galois cohomology set H*(f¢/~.~, G) is trivial 
(see DAAG, Chap. VI, Section 8, Corollary 2 to Theorem 7). It follows 
(see DAAG, Chap. VI, Section 9, Theorem 8) that there exists a 
G-primitive ~ over o~ such that ~f = Y(~) and 
~ = o~(~) (~ ~ a(~/~) ) .  
Fix a C~-generic (= isolated) element ~ of G(f~/~). Then ~ and ~ are 
o~-generic elements of G, and the differential fields f~ -~ ff(~) and 
~-~ = ~-(~-a) are linearly disjoint over ~.  There exists a generically 
invertible C~-mapping ~: of G into a C~-subset V of some affine space ~/~; 
the domains of bidefinition (9 and (9' of ~: and its generic inverse are dense 
C~-open subsets of G and V, all respectively, and ~: maps (9 bijectively 
onto (9'. Since V -- (9' is a OK-closed proper subset of ~'~, there exists a 
polynomial C ~ ~[y ,  ,..., y~] that vanishes at every point of V -- (9' but 
not at every point of V. Setting a ~ se(~), we see that f~-~ ~-(a), 
~ ~ ~(ra),  and C(a) C= O. We shall show that a is constrained over ~,  
with constraint C. By Proposition 1, this will show that ~ is a constrained 
extension of o~- and hence will complete the proof of the theorem. 
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Let a' be any differential specialization of a over Y with C(a') ~ O. 
We must show it generic. Evidently, a' ~ (9', so there is a unique element 
cd ~ (9 such that ~(~') = a'. Of course, a and a' are differential specializa- 
tions over g of a and ~-a, respectively; it follows by the linear disjointness 
of o~(a) and .~(~-a) that (a, a') is a differential specialization of (a, ~-a) 
over ~-. 
Set ZJ = a-l~,, and recall that c(r) = a-l ,~. Let X be the everywhere 
defined Cg-mapping G~--+ G given by the formula X(~I, ~2) = ai-l~z, 
and let ~ be the ~-mapping of V 2 into G 2 such that ~(a, Ta) = (c~, +c~). 
For any cg-function ~0 on G that is defined at 7, 
9(r) = ~(~-1~,) = (~ a x)(~, ~') = ((~ [] x) [] ~)(a, a'), 
~(c(~)) : ((~ [] x) [] ~)(a, ,a). 
Now (9~ [] X) [] ~ is a c~-function on V 2 defined at (a, a'). Therefore 
there exist polynomials 
P, Q E Cg[ya ,... , y . ,  z 1 ..... z,] 
with Q(a, a') v~ 0 such that 
~(~) = P(~, ~ ' ) /90 ,  ~'), 
9(c('c)) = P(a,-ra)/Q(a,-ca). 
Since (a, a') is a differential specialization of (a, za) over ~',  it follows 
that 9(~) is a differential specialization of cp(c(,)) over ~'.  Because 
cg(~0(c(~-))) C C~(c(~-)) C .%(', that is, ~o(c(7)) is a constant, we infer that 9(y) 
is a constant. Since this is the case for every cg-function cp on G defined 
at y, it follows that y e Gx  • Therefore there exists an element a e G(~/~') 
with y = c(~), and ~' = ~1' = ~c(~) = a~, so that a' = ~(~') ~- ~(~)= 
~(¢(~)) = aa. This shows that a' is a generic differential specialization 
of a over ~,  and completes the proof of the theorem. 
Kovacic has proved (see [3, Chap. II, Section 4]) that when the field of 
constants of ~" is algebraically closed, then ~ has a maximal strongly 
normal extension (a strongly normal extension that is not contained in a 
larger one) and that it is unique up to isomorphism. It follows from 
Theorem 3 then that if ~-* is a constrained closure of ~-, then ~-+ 
contains a unique maximal strongly normal extension ~9 ° of ~ and ~+ 
is a constrained closure of 5¢. Consequently, o ~* contains an infinite 
increasing sequence 
~" C ~9~ C 5p C ~,, C ... 
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in which each term after the first is a maximal strongly normal extension 
of the preceding term. The union ~- = U ~9°(~) is a minimal extension 
of o ~ that does not have a proper strongly normal extension, and is the 
unique such in j~,. 
APPENDIX 
Let K be a field of characteristic O, let n c N, and let (X, Y1 ,..., Yn) 
be a family of indeterminates. The operator 
-@-= X (Ye a -  y j2 )_~.+ ~X 
l<~j~n 
is a derivation of K(X ,  Y1 .... , Yn) over K that maps K[X,  2"1 ,..., Y,,] 
into itself. Trivial computations yield the following logarithmic deriv- 
atives: 
~nc " c -1 = 0 (c c K, c =/= 0), 
O@ny j . y~- i  = y j2  __ y j  (1 ~< ] ~ n), 
~,~(Yj -- 1)" (Yj -- 1) -1 = yj2 (1 ~<j ~< n), 
~n(Yk -- Y~) "(Yk -- yj)-i __ yj2 + y,y~ + yk2 _ y~ _ y~ 
(1 <~j<~k<~n). 
It follows, for any nonzero polynomial of the form 
P = c 1-[ Y9 e~" I ]  (Y~'-- 1) ~5" 1~ (Yk-- yj)~'~k (1) 
l<j4n i<~j<~n l~j<k<~n 
with c c K, that 
~,~p. p-1  = A, 
where 
A= E e , (Y? -E )+ E LE 2 
+ E gJk(YJ ~ + Y, Yk + i72_  y j _  Yk) 
l<j<k<~n 
= x z x 
l<j<n l~<v<j j<v<<n ] 
i4J<k<~n 14j4n 14v<i 
We shall prove the following converse of this remark. 
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Let P ~ K[X, Y~ .... , Yn], P =/: O, ~P  " P-~,~ K[X, Y~ ,..., Y,~]. Then 
P is of the form (1). 
It is an easy corollary of this result that if P1, P2 are two nonzero 
polynomials with 2~P1 " p~l = ~p~ . p~,  then P2 = aP1 with a E K. 
The proof is by induction. When n = 0, the assertion is that a 
polynomial in K[X] that divides its derivative must be in K, which is 
obvious. Let n > 0 and adopt the inductive hypothesis that the result is 
known for lower Values of n. 
If P = P1P2 with P1, P2 relatively prime, then evidently 
~P . P-~ ~ K[X, Y~ ,..., Y,~] if and only if ~P~ . P-~a e K[X, Y1,..., Y~] 
(i = 1, 2). Since we may take P~ to be the product of all the irreducible 
factors of P of the forms Ys, YJ -- I, Yk -- Yj, this shows that we may 
add the hypothesis that P not have any such irreducible factors, the 
desired conclusion then being that P ~ K. We assume, under the added 
hypothesis, that P ~ K, and seek a contradiction. 
By the inductive hypothesis, then P is not free of any Yj-. Set m~. = 
degr~P (1 ~ j ~ n) and write 
~.P  = AP, (3) 
where, by hypothesis, A ~ K[X, Ya ,---, Yn]. We shall show that 
A = ~ mj(Yj 2 -  Y~). (4) 
l< j~n 
Comparing degrees in X of the two members of (3), we see that A is 
free of X. Comparing degrees in Y;., we see that degrf l  ~ 2. Comparing 
total degrees, we see that deg A = 2. Comparing terms of degree mj q- 2 
in Yj, we see that the coefficient of Yj~ in A is mj. Setting 
Q = P(X~ ]/'1 ..... ]/ 'n-1 , 0),  B = J / (Y1  ,--,, Yn -1 ,0 ) ,  
we see from (3) that N~-IQ = BQ, and Q :~ 0 because P is not divisible 
by Y,~; by the inductive hypothesis, Q has the form of the second member 
of (I), with n replaced by n -- I, and hence B has the form of the third 
member of (2), also with n replaced by n -- I; therefore the term of 
degree 0 in B, which coincides with that in A, is 0. Thus, we may write 
d-  ~ m~Yj2q - ~, c~kY~Y~q- Z b~Y~. 
l~ j~n l~<j<k<~n l~j~<n 
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Now setting 
Q = P(X, Y1 ,..., Yn-1,1), 
B = A(Y  x ,..., Yn-x, 1) 
= ~ m~YJ 2+ Z cjkYjYk+ Z (b~+c~n) Y~+mn+b, ,  
l ( j<n l~<j<k<~ l~]<n 
we again see that ~n- lQ = BQ and Q • 0 and, hence, that B has the 
form of the third member of (2), with n replaced by n -  1, whence 
m~ + b~ = 0. A similar argument, substituting 1 for Yj instead of Y~, 
shows that bj = --m~ (1 ~ j ~< n). In completing the proof of (4), we 
may suppose that n > 1. Setting 
Q = P(X, I/1 ..... Y,,-1, Y,~-I), 
B = A(Y1 ,..., Y,~-I, Y,~-I) 
= Y.-1 + X c~YjY~ mjY? + (m._i + m. + c.-1..) 
l<j<n--1 1<j<k<n-1 
+ E (q,,-1 + C~n) Y~Yn-1 -- ~ mjYj - -  (mn_ 1 -7 m,) Yn-1, 
l~<j<n--1 l~<j<n--1 
we see once more that 9n_lQ = BQ and Q ~ 0 and, hence, that we ,nay 
write 
l~<]<n l~<]<n l~j<k<n 
B= y. (e,+l,+ Y. g.,+ Y. g,.)77 
l<~]<n i<~v<j ]<v<n I 
l<j<k<n l<~/<n l<v<] j n g2"v 
comparing coefficients, here and in' the preceding expression for B, 
of y2~_1 and of Y~-I. , we see that 
ran-1 -7 mn -7 Cn-l,n = en-1 -T fn-1 -7 ~ gv.n-1, 
l<v<n-1 
mn-l -T m, = e,-1-7 ~, g . . . .  1, 
l~<v<n--1 
whence Cn_l, n = f~-l; but 
e~-i -7 fn-1 -l- ~ g .... 1 = degr._~Q ~ degr._~P + degyP 
l<v<n--i 
l<v<n~1 
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SO that f~-I  ~ 0, whence c~_1, ~ = 0. A similar argument, replacing Yk 
by Yj instead of Y~ by Y~-I,  shows that cj~ -- 0 (1 ~ j  < k ~ n), 
and completes the proof of (4). 
Now set m = m~ and Y = Ym, and write 
p = ~ p~yi, 
where Pi ~ K[X ,  Y1 ,..., Y~-I] for each i. Also rewrite (4) in the form 
A ---- mY 2 -- mY --}- ~ m~(Yj 2 -- Yi). 
l~j<n 
Because P is not divisible by Y and m -~ deg r P, 
PoP,~ 4: O, Pi = 0 (i > m or i < 0). 
Since 9 n ~ (Y8 --  Yz )8 /SY  + ~-1 ,  when we compare terms in (3) 
of degree i in Y, we find that 
(i -- 2) P,-2 -- (i -- 1) P,_~ + ~,_~P, 
= mPi-2 - raP,-1 + Z mj(y2 _ ya) e l ,  
l~j<n 
whence 
~n_ae,  - -  ~, m~(y2  _ y~) p ,  _= (m - -  i + 2) P,._~ - -  (m - -  i + 1) P i - , .  (5) 
l<J<n 
We claim that there exist Fo,  F x .... , F m E K[X]  such that 
F i ~ O, deg F, ~ i, Pi = Fi I I  Y~J 
l~j<n 
for every index i with 0 ~ i ~ m. Indeed, when i = 0, then (5) reduces 
to the equation ~-~Po ~- ~1<~'<~ mj(Y j  ~ ' -  Y~)Po ,  and therefore the 
inductive hypothesis and Eq. (2) with n replaced by n -  1 show that 
P0 = c 1--[1<i<. Y~ with c ~ K, c :~ 0. This establishes the claim for 
i = 0. Now let 0 < i ~ n, and suppose the claim established for lower 
values of i. Then  by (5), 
~, ,_ lP i -  ~ tnj(Yj 2 -  Y j )P ,  
l~j<n 
= ((m -- i + 2)F,_ 2 -- (m -- i + 1)F~._x) IF[ Y2 ~ 
l<j<n 
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(where Fi_ 2 = 0 if i = 1). For any exponent k ~ N and any polynomial 
T E K[X ,  Y1,..., Yn-1] such that ~n-1 T= CT, where C ~ K[X ,  Y1,..., Y~-I], 
a trivial computation shows that 
~n_l(XkT) -- CXkT = kX~-IT, 
and hence that 
~._~(FT) -- CFT = (dF/dX)T 
for every polynomial F eK[X] .  Taking T = HI<s<~ Y~m, so that 
C = EI~<~ mj(Yj2 _ yj), and choosing F so that 
dF/dX = (m -- i -k 2) F~_ 2 -- (m -- i q- 1) Fi-1, 
we see that F ¢ 0 and degF  = i, and that 
~n_I(FT) -- CFT = ~n-iP~ -- CP,.  
Thus, ~_I (P~-  FT)  = C(P i - - FT )  and, hence, as we have already 
observed in the case of Po, P i -  FT  = bT for some b ~ K. Setting 
F~ = F + b, we see that Pc = Ft 1-Ii<i<~ yjm. This establishes the 
claim in general. 
In particular, Pro-1 ~ 0. But when i = m -k 1, then (5) reduces to 
the equation P ro -1 -  0. This provides the sought contradiction and 
completes the proof. 
Note Added in Proof. Shelah has sent me a preprint of a paper in which he proves the 
result in Section 8 and the main result of Wood [ l l l .  
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